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About This Game

Retro Vision is an interactive music experience. Rotate around a track and avoid obstacles in your way while the world around
you reacts to music. Featuring a completely cu 5d3b920ae0
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Fantastic little endless runner with awesome visuals and a great soundtrack. Good for a quick session when you have time and
even better when you get into that trance state if you have longer. Super easy to pickup and you'll always be wanting to beat your
highscore, even if only to hear abit more of the music. Can't go wrong for the price, definitely recommend giving it a shot..
don't need to play too much of this at a time, and that's the beauty of it. play for a bit, earn new levels and music, play some
more, at your own pace. I enjoy the visuals a lot, I just wish it had controller support.. Great Time-Killer, if you like
Nickervision games like Ding Dong XL, Orbt XL ect. and Retro Music. I'ts for you. I like the customizable map design, so you
can make your own patterns. Can't wait for more songs and online Leaderboards.. This game really captures the 80's feel with
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the neon lighting, soundtrack and screen effects. It's highly addictive and can captivate you for hours! Great game if your
looking for some cheap entertainment thatu2019s super easy to jump in and out of.. don't need to play too much of this at a
time, and that's the beauty of it. play for a bit, earn new levels and music, play some more, at your own pace. I enjoy the visuals
a lot, I just wish it had controller support.. Picked this game up for cheap thinking it was going to be meh but was left pleasantly
surprised. The music is great, the visuals are awesome and the control scheme is simple but intuitive. I can see myself revisiting
this time to time whenever I need to unwind and relax.. Fantastic little endless runner with awesome visuals and a great
soundtrack. Good for a quick session when you have time and even better when you get into that trance state if you have longer.
Super easy to pickup and you'll always be wanting to beat your highscore, even if only to hear abit more of the music. Can't go
wrong for the price, definitely recommend giving it a shot.
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